Pre-mRNA assembles into spliceosomal complexes in the stepwise pathway E3A3B3C. We show that mutations in the metazoan branchpoint sequence (BPS) have no apparent effect on E complex formation but block the assembly of the A complex and the UV cross-linking of U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle (snRNP) proteins. Unexpectedly, a novel complex, designated E*, assembles on pre-mRNAs containing BPS mutations. Unlike the E complex, the E* complex accumulates in the presence of ATP. U1 snRNP and U2AF, which are tightly bound to pre-mRNA in the E complex, are not tightly bound in the E* complex. Significantly, previous work showed that U1 snRNP and U2AF become destabilized from pre-mRNA after E complex assembly on normal pre-mRNAs. Thus, our data are consistent with a model in which there are two steps in the transition from the E complex to the A complex (E3E*3A). In the first step, U1 snRNP and U2AF are destabilized in an ATP-dependent, BPS-independent reaction. In the second step, the stable binding of U2 snRNP occurs in a BPS-dependent reaction.
Assembly of spliceosomes on pre-mRNA is a dynamic process that proceeds via a series of discrete intermediate complexes. The sequential binding and destabilization of both small nuclear RNA (snRNA) and protein components occur at distinct steps in this pathway (see references 13, 27 , and 29 for reviews). The U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle (snRNP), the essential splicing factor U2AF, and the SR family of splicing factors first bind to pre-mRNA in the ATPindependent E complex (42; see references 13, 27 , and 29 for reviews). These factors play central roles in the initial recognition of the 5Ј and 3Ј splice sites and in establishing the first functional association between the splice sites in the E complex (2, 8, 11, 15, 17, 25, 26, 39, 42, 50, 52) . The association between the 5Ј and 3Ј splice sites appears to involve a specific network of pre-mRNA-protein and protein-protein interactions (17, 42, 50) . A great deal of evidence supports the proposal that a complex similar, if not identical, to the E complex can also assemble across the exon between the 3Ј splice site and the downstream 5Ј splice site (14, 20, 36, 42, 44) . E complex assembly across the exon is thought to occur in pre-mRNAs that require exonic enhancers and/or a downstream 5Ј splice site for excision of the upstream intron. These include pre-mRNAs containing long introns and/or weak splice sites (20, 21, 36, 42, 43, 46, 48) .
The next step in spliceosome assembly after the E complex is the ATP-dependent formation of the A complex. This results in the stable binding of U2 snRNP and the formation of an essential base-pairing interaction between U2 snRNA and the branchpoint sequence (BPS) (see references 13, 27 , and 29 for reviews). This duplex is thought to bulge the branch site adenosine, thereby positioning it for nucleophilic attack on the 5Ј splice site (32) . A set of six U2 snRNP proteins (3, 7, 41) first UV cross-links to pre-mRNA in the A complex and may play a role in tethering U2 snRNP to the branch site (9, 41) . Finally, site-specific labeling studies revealed several proteins that bind specifically to the branch site in the A complex and then undergo dynamic rearrangements as spliceosome assembly proceeds (24) .
U1 snRNP (6, 19, 25, 26, 40, 48) and U2AF (4, 41) are destabilized from pre-mRNA during the transition from the E complex to the B complex, and possibly as early as the A complex. Disruption of the base-pairing interaction between the 5Ј splice site and U1 snRNA appears to be critical for interactions between the 5Ј splice site and U5 and U6 snRNAs, interactions that are most likely established in the B complex (16, 19, 22, 40) . Thus, the destabilization of U1 snRNP is likely to be an essential step in spliceosome assembly. U1 snRNP does not dissociate entirely from the pre-mRNA, however, because it can be detected in spliceosomal complexes (A and B) by using antibodies to U1 snRNP components (54). It is not known whether U2AF dissociates entirely from pre-mRNA in the A (or B) complexes or remains loosely bound. The functional significance of the U2AF destabilization is also not known.
Although both 5Ј and 3Ј splice site sequences have been shown to have important roles in the early steps of spliceosome assembly, the role of the BPS in these steps has not been clearly established. Here we report the first detailed analysis of the effects of BPS mutations on the assembly of the E and A complexes. This analysis revealed that the efficiency of E complex assembly and the binding of U1 snRNP, U2AF, and the SR proteins are unaffected by BPS mutations. In contrast, these mutations largely block assembly of the A complex and instead result in accumulation of a novel ATP-dependent complex, designated the E* complex. In a manner similar to that of the A complex, U1 snRNP and U2AF are not tightly bound to pre-mRNA in the E* complex. The potential implications of this for the normal spliceosome assembly pathway are discussed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmids. ⌬BP, ⌬BS, DBL, and LUC pre-mRNAs are derivatives of AdML pre-mRNA. Plasmids encoding these pre-mRNAs were constructed by inserting oligonucleotides into the 3Ј portion of AdML by standard methods (see Fig. 1A and 4A) (38) . The plasmids were digested with BamHI and transcribed with T7 RNA polymerase.
Complex assembly and RNA and protein analysis. Spliceosomal complexes assembled on biotinylated pre-mRNA were isolated by gel filtration (1, 33) and affinity purified as described previously (4, 25) . The E complex was assembled in the absence of ATP and MgCl 2 (25) . UV cross-linking and two-dimensional (2D) gel analysis of affinity-purified complexes (41) or gel filtration-isolated complexes (42) were done as described previously. The total protein obtained from splicing complexes assembled on 200 ng of pre-mRNA was loaded on 2D gels. Proteins were visualized by silver staining, and cross-linked proteins were detected by PhosphorImager analysis. Total RNA from splicing reactions was analyzed on 8% denaturing gels. Complexes were analyzed on 4% native gels as described previously (18) except that 1 l of 6.25-mg/ml heparin was added to a 25-l reaction mixture and 10 l of each reaction mixture was fractionated on the gel. For determination of spliceosomal snRNA composition, total RNA was prepared from equivalent amounts of each affinity-purified complex and end labeled with 32 P-pCp and RNA ligase as described previously (25) . Western blot (immunoblot) analysis. For Western blots, total protein isolated from affinity-purified splicing complexes assembled on 100 ng of pre-mRNA was fractionated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), transferred to nitrocellulose or polyvinylidene difluoride, and probed with U2AF 35 , U2AF 65 , U1-70K, and Sm antibodies. Horseradish peroxidaselinked anti-mouse or anti-rabbit secondary antibodies were used with the ECL detection system (Amersham).
RESULTS
Previous studies showed that mutations in the BPS lead to the generation of spliced RNA via the activation of cryptic branch sites (31, 34, 37) . However, in the absence of efficient cryptic branch sites, BPS mutations can cause a dramatic decrease in catalytic step I of the splicing reaction (31, 35, 37) . In order to carry out a detailed analysis of the role of the BPS in spliceosome assembly, we constructed BPS mutations in an AdML pre-mRNA lacking obvious cryptic branch sites. The structures of these pre-mRNAs and the parental pre-mRNA (designated WT) are shown in Fig. 1A . ⌬BP is altered to disrupt the predicted base-pairing with U2 snRNA, ⌬BS contains a substitution of the branch site A with a C, and DBL is a double mutant combining the ⌬BS and ⌬BP mutations.
A splicing time course revealed a decrease in splicing efficiency with ⌬BP pre-mRNA relative to that with WT premRNA (compare the ratios of spliced mRNA to pre-mRNA at the 40-and 60-min time points shown in Fig. 1B ; the asterisk indicates a stable breakdown product that fractionates close to the lariat intermediate on this gel). A more severe defect in catalytic step I and abolition of catalytic step II were observed with the ⌬BS pre-mRNA (compare WT and ⌬BS in Fig. 1B ; the same results were obtained with G and U branch site substitutions [data not shown]). Finally, the greatest effect on splicing was observed with DBL pre-mRNA (compare WT and DBL in Fig. 1C ). The observation that splicing still occurs, albeit at various efficiencies, with the BPS mutants indicates that cryptic branch sites are being used to different extents in each mutant. As catalytic step I is strongly decreased with the DBL and ⌬BS mutations, we used these pre-mRNAs to investigate the effects of BPS mutations on spliceosome assembly and composition.
Analysis of the efficiency of E complex assembly by gel filtration revealed no apparent effect of the DBL ( Fig. 2A) or ⌬BS (data not shown) mutations. The ratio of the E complex to the heterogeneous nuclear RNP (hnRNP) complex H (5) is the same as the ratio observed with WT pre-mRNA ( Fig. 2A) . Consistent with this, we found that the protein composition of affinity-purified E complex assembled on the BPS mutants was the same as that of affinity-purified E complex assembled on WT pre-mRNA; moreover, U2AF 65 cross-linked with the same efficiency to WT and BPS mutant pre-mRNAs assembled into the E complex (data not shown). To confirm that the levels of the E complex components are the same for the WT and DBL pre-mRNAs, we affinity purified these complexes and carried out Western analysis with antibodies to several E complex components (Fig. 2B ). This analysis showed that the levels of U2AF 65 , U2AF 35 , U1-70K, and the snRNP core proteins B and BЈ are the same in the WT and DBL mutant E complexes. We conclude that the BPS does not play a role in E complex assembly.
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but the E and H complexes cofractionate (25) . In contrast, the E, A, and B complexes cofractionate by gel filtration but are resolved from the H complex (25) . WT, ⌬BS, or DBL premRNAs were incubated under standard splicing conditions (i.e., with ATP and MgCl 2 ) for 10 min and then fractionated by gel filtration (Fig. 3A) or were incubated for 5, 10, and 20 min and fractionated by native gel electrophoresis ( Fig. 3B and data not shown). These data showed that all three RNAs have the same gel filtration profiles (Fig. 3A) . In contrast, the native gel analysis indicated that the A and B complexes assemble much less efficiently on the mutant pre-mRNAs than on the WT pre-mRNA ( Fig. 3B and data not shown). On the basis of the native gel analysis of WT pre-mRNA (Fig. 3B ), we conclude that the complex detected on the gel filtration column after a 10-min incubation consisted of the A complex with low levels of the B complex (the A/B peak in Fig. 3A , WT, 10Ј). As the A and B complexes do not assemble efficiently on the BPS mutants (Fig. 3B , DBL, and data not shown), we conclude that the 10-min complex detected on the gel filtration column was novel, and we have designated it the E* complex (Fig. 3A , ⌬BS, 10Ј, and DBL, 10Ј). The E* complex, like the E complex, cofractionates with the H complex on native gels (Fig. 3B) . A comparison of the snRNAs present in affinity-purified E* and those present in affinity-purified A-B complex is consistent with the conclusion that these complexes are distinct (Fig. 3C ). As expected, the A-B complex contained U2, U4, and U5 snRNAs and low levels of U1 snRNA (Fig. 3C , WT [25, 26] ; U6 snRNA, which does not end label efficiently, was detected on longer exposures [data not shown]). In contrast, the E* complex contained significantly lower levels of all of the snRNAs (Fig. 3C, DBL) . On the basis of these data we conclude that mutations in the BPS decrease the efficiency of A complex assembly but allow efficient assembly of the E* complex. Our observation that A complex assembly is largely blocked by BPS mutations and yet the E* complex assembles efficiently likely explains the previous apparent discrepancy that a BPS mutation decreased A complex assembly detected by native gels (28) and yet very similar mutations resulted in efficient assembly of a 60S particle detected by density gradient sedimentation (35) .
Consistent with the observation that the E* complex contains lower levels of snRNAs than the A-B complex, we also found lower levels of total spliceosomal proteins on silver-stained 2D gels of affinity-purified E* complex (data not shown; see below). The decrease in levels of spliceosomal components (snRNAs and proteins) in the E* complex corresponds roughly to the decrease in levels of the A and B complexes detected by native gel electrophoresis (e.g., compare Fig. 3B and C) . Finally, the low levels of the A and B complexes that do form on the DBL pre-mRNA are likely to account for the low level of catalytic step I that occurs with this mutant (Fig. 1C) .
In order to verify our observation that the E* complex assembles on pre-mRNAs containing BPS mutations, we designed a BPS mutant predicted to have an even more severe effect on catalytic step I than DBL. The leakiness of the DBL mutant must be due to lariat formation at a cryptic branch site(s). As the DBL lariat exon 2 comigrates with the WT lariat exon 2, the cryptic branch site(s) must be located near the normal site. Thus, we analyzed this region for its base-pairing potential with U2 snRNA and designed LUC (lacks usable cryptics) pre-mRNA, which can form only two GU base pairs with U2 snRNA according to the alignment shown and to other possible alignments in this region (Fig. 4A) . Comparing splicing time courses of WT, DBL, and LUC pre-mRNAs revealed that the LUC BPS does indeed have a more severe effect on catalytic step I (Fig. 4B) . Assembly of the A and B complexes on LUC pre-mRNA is also more severely affected (Fig. 4C) . In contrast, comparison of the efficiencies of E complex assembly on WT and LUC pre-mRNAs shows no apparent differences (Fig. 4D) . We conclude that A and B, but not E, complex assembly is largely blocked by the LUC BPS mutation. One complication in interpreting the data obtained with LUC pre-mRNA is the possibility that the G-rich BPS might base pair with the pyrimidine tract ( Fig. 4A ; note that we could not circumvent this problem by using pyrimidine residues for the BPS substitutions, because this would effectively lengthen the pyrimidine tract and likely activate an upstream cryptic BPS). However, our data argue against this because LUC pre-mRNA assembles as efficiently into the E complex as does WT pre-mRNA. Moreover, we observed the same general effects on spliceosome assembly, although to differing extents, with the DBL, ⌬BS, ⌬BP, and LUC pre-mRNAs (see below).
LUC pre-mRNA assembles into the E* complex as efficiently as WT pre-mRNA assembles into the A-B complex (Fig. 5A) . Comparison of the protein composition of affinitypurified A-B complex with that of the E* complex shows that the expected spliceosomal proteins were present in the A-B complex ( Fig. 5B, WT; note that only the readily identifiable spliceosomal proteins are labeled [4] ). In contrast, only low levels of these proteins were detected in the E* complex (Fig.  5B, LUC) . These data indicate that the spliceosomal proteins do not bind, or that they bind less tightly, in the E* complex. Analysis of the proteins that UV cross-link in the affinitypurified complexes revealed that the expected spliceosomal proteins cross-link in the A-B complex but do not cross-link in the E* complex (Fig. 5C ). On the basis of previous work (41) Total RNA was prepared from 32 P-labeled WT or DBL pre-mRNAs (100 ng) assembled into affinity-purified spliceosomal complexes, end labeled with 32 PpCp, and fractionated on an 8% denaturing gel. The bands corresponding to pre-mRNA and snRNAs are indicated. X designates an unidentified band reproducibly detected in affinity-purified complexes.
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failure to detect the U2 snRNP proteins cross-linking is not due to poor cross-linking of the mutant sequence itself, as these proteins cross-link to pre-mRNA sequences surrounding the BPS and not directly to the BPS (11a). We conclude that recognition of the BPS is essential for cross-linking of the U2 snRNP proteins. The only protein that does cross-link in the E* complex may be hnRNP C (Fig. 5C ) (41) . As shown in Fig. 5A , the E* complex elutes in gel filtration as a particle similar in size to the A-B complex. Thus, the observation that very low levels of protein and snRNAs are detected in the E* complex indicates that components in this complex dissociate during affinity purification. We did not detect U2AF 65 cross-linking in affinity-purified E* complex (Fig.  5C, LUC) . We obtained further evidence that U2AF is not tightly bound in affinity-purified E* complex by carrying out Western analysis. The resulting data show that both U2AF 65 and U2AF 35 are present at significantly higher levels in the E complex than in the E* complex (Fig. 5D) . Similarly, we found that the levels of U1-70K are significantly higher in the E complex than in the E* complex ( Fig. 5D ; the other bands detected by the U1-70K antibody are cross-reacting proteins). These data indicate that U2AF and U1 snRNP do not bind tightly in the E* complex. ATP hydrolysis is required for this effect, as U1-70K and U2AF 65 are detected in affinity-purified complexes assembled either in the presence of AMP-pNp plus magnesium or in the presence of magnesium alone (data not shown).
Previous work showed that SR proteins can be detected by UV cross-linking in gel filtration-purified spliceosomal complexes but not in complexes purified by gel filtration followed by avidin-biotin affinity chromatography (42) . To determine whether SR protein cross-linking is affected by the BPS mutations, we carried out UV cross-linking of gel filtration-purified complexes assembled on WT and LUC pre-mRNAs (Fig. 6 ). This analysis revealed that the SR proteins SRp20 and SRp30 UV cross-link in both WT and LUC E complexes with the same efficiency ( Fig. 6A ; compare lanes WT E and LUC E). Significantly, the SR proteins also cross-link with about the same efficiencies in the A-B and E* complexes (Fig. 6A, WT B and LUC E*). SRp20 appears more diffuse in the ATP-dependent complexes (B and E*), possibly because of phosphorylation. We conclude that BPS mutations do not significantly affect the efficiency of SR protein cross-linking.
Although affinity-purified E* complex ( Fig. 5C and D) and A-B complex (41) are deficient in U2AF 65 , we find that this factor is present when these complexes are isolated by gel filtration alone (Fig. 6) . Figure 6A shows that the cross-linking efficiencies of U2AF 65 are about the same in gel filtrationisolated E, E*, and A-B complexes. Thus, in a manner similar to that of U1 snRNP (53), U2AF 65 is destabilized, but not entirely dissociated, from pre-mRNA in these ATP-dependent complexes. Significantly, analysis of the cross-linking patterns on 2D gels shows that U2AF 65 is quantitatively shifted towards the acidic end of the isofocusing gel in the E* complex versus its position in the E complex ( Fig. 6B ; the SR proteins, hnRNP A, or the arrow, which indicates the origin of the isofocusing gel, can be used for reference). As U2AF 65 is known to be phosphorylated (12) , it is likely that this ATP-dependent shift VOL. 15, 1995 ACCUMULATION OF A NOVEL SPLICEOSOMAL COMPLEX 5753 is due to phosphorylation. Thus, it is possible that phosphorylation of U2AF 65 is involved in its destabilization from premRNA in the affinity-purified, ATP-dependent complexes. DISCUSSION U1 snRNP and U2AF bind tightly to pre-mRNA in the ATP-independent E complex and are thought to play critical roles in the initial recognition of the 5Ј and 3Ј splice sites. Both of these components become destabilized from pre-mRNA by the time the ATP-dependent B complex is detected, and possibly as early as A complex assembly. In this study we have analyzed spliceosome assembly on pre-mRNAs containing mutations in the BPS. This analysis revealed that the binding of U1 snRNP and U2AF in the E complex is unaffected by BPS mutations. In contrast, the stable binding of U2 snRNP and the cross-linking of U2 snRNP proteins in the A complex are largely blocked. Unexpectedly, we found that the BPS mutants accumulate a novel ATP-dependent complex, which we have designated the E* complex. U1 snRNP and U2AF are not tightly bound to pre-mRNA in this complex. Together with previous studies, our data are consistent with a model in which there are two distinct steps in the conversion of the E complex to the A complex (Fig. 7) . In the first step, the destabilizations of U1 snRNP and U2AF occur in a reaction that does not require the BPS but does require ATP. In the second step, U2 snRNP binds stably, U2 snRNA base pairs with the BPS, and the U2 snRNP proteins can be UV cross-linked to pre-mRNA. This step is BPS dependent and may or may not require ATP.
The first step of our model proposes that U1 snRNP and U2AF initially bind tightly in the E complex and then are destabilized in the E* complex. Consistent with this, our data show that U1 snRNP and U2AF are tightly bound to BPS mutants in the E complex and are not tightly bound in the ATP-dependent E* complex. However, the technical difficulty posed by the E* complex assay has precluded a formal demonstration that the E complex is a precursor to the E* complex. Thus, we cannot rule out the possibility that U1 snRNP and U2AF initially bind weakly in the E* complex rather than undergoing the proposed destabilizations. The second step of our model proposes that the E* complex is a precursor to the A complex. As a mutant BPS was used to detect the E* complex, we do not know whether this pathway occurs during spliceosome assembly on normal pre-mRNAs. However, in support of the model (Fig. 7) , the destabilization of U2AF occurs as early as A3Ј complex assembly (4, 41) . Moreover, the ratio of U1 snRNP to U2 snRNP is low in the A complex (assembled on wild-type pre-mRNA containing both a 5Ј splice site and a 3Ј splice site), suggesting that U1 snRNP may be destabilized as early as A complex assembly (26) . An alternative explanation for the E* complex is that it is a product of a proofreading pathway in which spliceosomes assembled on pre-mRNAs containing mutant BPSs are destabilized. Further studies are needed to distinguish between this possibility and the notion (Fig. 7) that the E* complex is an intermediate in A complex assembly.
Interestingly, low levels of U2 snRNP binding in the absence of ATP can be observed in yeast extracts when they are prepared from a yeast strain carrying a U1 snRNA mutation (23) . The mutation is in the 5Ј end of U1 snRNA and would be expected to weaken the interaction between U1 snRNA and the 5Ј splice site (23) . Thus, Liao and coworkers (23) proposed that the ATP-independent U2 snRNP binding may occur because the role of ATP is to destabilize the U1 snRNA-5Ј splice site duplex prior to U2 snRNP binding. If the mutant U1 snRNA-5Ј splice site duplex is weak enough, the requirement for this ATP-dependent destabilization is partially bypassed (23) . This idea supports our proposal that the destabilization of U1 snRNP is ATP dependent and occurs prior to stable U2 snRNP binding (Fig. 7) .
Several observations indicate that the U1 snRNA-5Ј splice site duplex must be disrupted prior to the establishment of interactions between the 5Ј splice site and U5 and U6 snRNAs in the B complex (10, 16, 19, 22, 30, 51) . In a study using an RNA oligonucleotide that consisted of a consensus 5Ј splice site, U6 snRNA was able to interact with the 5Ј splice site only when U1 snRNA was blocked from binding (19) . RNA-RNA cross-linking data are also consistent with the notion that the U1 snRNA-5Ј splice site interaction is destabilized prior to B complex assembly (40, 47, 51) . These studies show that U1 snRNA cross-links to the 5Ј splice site at early times in the splicing reaction but not at later times when U5 and U6 snRNAs cross-link. Assuming that the E complex is a precursor to the E* complex, our data indicate that the destabilizations of U1 snRNP and U2AF can occur without the binding of any new snRNPs. As these destabilizations are ATP dependent, obvious candidates for factors involved are a kinase and/or a helicase. The possibility that a kinase may be involved in the destabilization of U2AF is supported by our cross-linking studies which showed that U2AF 65 quantitatively shifts towards the acidic end of the 2D gel in gel filtration-isolated E* complex versus its position in gel filtration-isolated E complex. As U2AF 65 is known to be phosphorylated (12) , it is likely that this ATP-dependent shift is due to phosphorylation. U1-70K is also known to be heavily phosphorylated (49) . However, we do not have an assay for a change in its phosphorylation during the E complex-to-E* complex transition. Two potential kinase activities, one associated with U1 snRNP (49) and another that specifically phosphorylates SR proteins (12) , have been reported. If a kinase activity is involved in the destabilizations, this would predict that phosphorylation of U2AF and U1-70K should block E complex assembly. Consistent with this possibility, addition of the SR kinase to nuclear extracts blocks splicing (12) . However, in another study, thiophosphorylation of U1-70K was found to block splicing but not spliceosome assembly (45) . Although this appears to argue against a role for phosphorylation in the destabilization of U1 snRNP, it is possible that the thiophosphorylation of U1-70K was not on the correct residues or was not extensive enough to block U1 snRNP binding to pre-mRNA.
Our data indicate that the BPS is not required for the initial binding of U1 snRNP and U2AF in the E complex. Thus, the 5Ј and 3Ј splice sites, but not the branch site, are recognized and committed at the time of E complex assembly. In contrast to our observations with mammals, the BPS is required for assembly of the yeast commitment complex (the apparent E complex equivalent) (2, 23, 39) . However, several studies have indicated that the yeast BPS has a function similar to that of the mammalian pyrimidine tract during the early steps in spliceosome assembly (see references 13 and 27 for reviews). Consistent with this, MUD2, which may bind to the BPS, is a putative yeast homolog of mammalian U2AF which binds to the pyrimidine tract (2, 52) . MUD2 and U2AF are present in the commitment and E complexes, respectively, and play a role in U2 snRNP binding (2, 5, 52) . Thus, the general features of early spliceosome assembly may differ only in detail between yeasts and mammals.
